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According to the reports LG has now decided for stop the production of tablet game for some time
period. This South Korean Company has stopped its hard work for competing Apple ipad and would
try to concentrate more in creating new and innovative handsets. The LG spokesman stated that the
company has decided to put all the new tablet development process into the back seat and to focus
more on the smart phones. LG is among the leading manufacturers of handsets and has tried to
capture the tablet market after the successful launching of the Apple initial ipad.

After coming out with the LG Optimus pad it main aim was to stand out distinctly from the rest of the
crowd as you may shoot 3D video but it was impossible to watch 3D video in that tablet itself.
However it does not create any impact on the customers also LG implemented the pad with the help
of an LTE enabled tablet. The tablet was extraordinarily slim having a thickness of 9.3mm and on its
back it has an 8 mega pixel camera. But inside it has 4G which means that wonâ€™t be available in
United Kingdom.

All the Android tablets on sale seem to be very persuasive and is a smart move for LG. The
handsets of LG are great devices such as the Prada Phone which looks very interesting and
purposeful. On the other hand absurd 4.3 Optimus Vu is quite different but can perform some
functions if the company wants to struggle with Samsung or Apple. The company tries to focus on
one thing than this would be a clever approach from its side. Instead of fighting with big companies
such as Apple or Samsung would prove to be wrong decision for them.

And both these companies are well recognized and has a good name and fame and fighting with
them would brings great losses to the company just like the HP and RIM. Both these companies at
present are at a very down position and planning necessary steps for regaining the position. So
under such condition if LG has decided to concentrate more on the handsets is a fruitful decision for
the company.
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